
Chapter 213:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

OUR TIME IS RUNNING OUT

Hot recommendation:

Baiyun City.

As soon as Lu Yuan left the teleportation hall, he saw two cat women standing by the side of the

road waiting.

The catwoman on the left has soft black hair that looks like a black waterfall, delicate and lovely cat
ears, and a beautiful face.

She was looking aimlessly at the fighter planes flying by the street, her eyes diverging.

To the right of Catwoman is a beautiful catwoman with white hair and white ears. She stands
upright next to the black-haired catwoman, looking serious and respectful, like the best waiter.

Lu Yuan walked over with a smile and waved hello:

"Yeye, Xiaobai."

Ye Ye returned to her senses, her eyes focused, looked at Lu Yuan, and nodded: "Yeah."

Xiao Bai bends down slightly to Lu Yuan respectfully: "Master Lu Yuan."

Lu Yuan glanced at Xiao Bai helplessly: "Xiao Bai, every time you are so respectful, I feel a little
embarrassed."

Xiaobai solemnly said: "This is the etiquette that you should have as a maidservant."

Ye Ye was a little looking forward to seeing Lu Yuan, but did not speak.

Lu Yuan noticed Ye Ye's gaze and smiled and took out two delicate boxes:

"This is the strawberry cake and chocolate mousse that I said last time."

During this time, Lu Yuan was tired of practicing, and occasionally discussed with Ye Ye.
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He found that Ye Ye really likes to eat. During this time, she was obsessed with desserts. Lu Yuan
would bring the desserts of the Red Maple Empire into the land of origin and give her to eat.

So afterwards, the first thing I met with him every night was to ask him if he brought any delicious

food.

Ye Ye laughed with satisfaction, took the two boxes, and put them in her own war pattern space.

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "I have customized a five-tiered super large cake, which is filled with
various fruits, and I will bring it to you next time in the Land of Origin."

Ye Ye's eyes lit up and she nodded vigorously: "Okay."

Xiao Bai looked at the time and said:

"His Royal Highness, Master Lu Yuan, let's talk on the way, it's time to challenge."

Ye Ye's eyes flashed and nodded: "Yeah."

There was a flash of black light all over Yeye, and a ** cat with a pair of black wings and a pair of
black wings on its back appeared in front of the three of them.

This is Ye Ye's contract mount. It looks very handsome and matches Ye Ye very well.

According to Ye Ye, it was her war-sage ancestor who caught a fierce beast with powerful genetic
potential from the upper layers of the land of origin, named Ye Tian Mandrill.

It is said that it can grow up to the battle emperor level. If there is a special opportunity, there may
be hope to become a battle sage.

This big cat is good at everything, but it might be because she is a female herself, so she doesn't like
men a bit. Lu Yuan had sat there once before and was almost slapped by it when she went up.

Lu Yuan still remembers it.

The big cat obviously saw Lu Yuan, and its golden pupils flashed with a threat of light.

Ye Ye smoothed its hair and said softly:

"Xiaoxiao, good."

The big cat purred comfortably.

Lu Yuan took this opportunity to get on the big cat's back.



The big cat stiffened and wanted to get angry. He kept touching it all night long, causing it to turn
his head and stare at Lu Yuan with a little dissatisfaction, and then he forced Lu Yuan to sit down.

Lu Yuan curled his mouth. This big cat was a little arrogant. After his brother, he would find a
stronger beast mount to make you cry.

After appeasing Ye Tian Mandrill, Ye Ye and Xiao Bai also got on its back.

Then Ye Tian Mandrill flapped its wings, and his body turned into an afterimage, disappearing in
place.

All the genetic warriors who remained on the street looked enviously at the direction of Ye Tian
Mandrill's disappearance.

A Kaman said:

"What is that fierce beast mount? The breath is so strong, just standing there, I feel a little bit weak."

"The fierce beast probably has great potential. With such a fierce beast mount, which big power
should the cat man be the heir?"

"You don't know that cat man?"

An elf next to him glanced at some of the people who were talking in surprise.

The others turned their heads and looked over with some curiosity:

"you know?"

"Of course I know that she is the princess of the Heavenly Underworld Empire, Ye Ye. The
descendants of the Heavenly Underworld Saint! You don't even know? Many intelligence agencies

now consider her to be a strong competitor in the top ten of this generation of Tianjiao."

"The younger generation of the saint?! No wonder."

Everyone was stunned.

"Wait... Look at their direction, it seems they are going in the direction of the Tianjiao Ranking?"

A Green Demon looked at the direction Ye Tian Mandrill was leaving, thought of something, his
eyes widened.

The others were also shocked.

"Could it be that Tianjiao challenges today?!"



Everyone suddenly showed a hint of surprise.

"Let's take a look!"

Wanting to be on the list of Tianjiao is very simple, as long as you defeat the Tianjiao on the list and
replace it.

The Tianjiao list is the ranking given by the Origin itself. When it is challenged, it will naturally be
judged by the Origin itself.

As long as it is a challenge between Tianjiao, it will be carried out on the Tianjiao arena.

Every Tianjiao challenge is a grand event.

After all, it is not considered a general, the division of the rank of the division, in terms of the total
ranking of the Tianjiao, there are only a hundred young Tianjiao in the entire Baiyun Star Region to
be on the list.

How big is the entire Baiyun Starfield? How many races are there?

It's just the younger generation, and they are all calculated in trillions.

Among so many young generations, only one hundred were selected. One can imagine how high the

gold content is.

This is also true, the Tianjiao challenge must be extremely exciting and will attract a large number
of genetic warriors to watch.

Especially the staff who make a living by selling information, almost every organization will have
someone staying on the list every day to get first-hand information.

Now, the heirs of the Heavenly Underworld Saints are suspected of challenging the Tianjiao
Ranking, which naturally attracted the interest of many people.

Many people called friends and friends and moved in the direction of the Tianjiao Ranking.

…………

Ye Tian Mandrill was very fast, and soon came to the central area of   Baiyun City.

The five golden lists floated above the central area, and the closer they were, the more majestic and
vast they felt.

In the central area of   Baiyun City, below the five lists is a huge square paved with white stone.



Ye Tian Mandrill landed gently, retracting its huge wings, and then it roared at Lu Yuan, as if
urging Lu Yuan to get off its back.

Lu Yuan smiled and touched a handful of Ye Tian Mandrill's black fur, and when it was about to
explode, he jumped down.

Ye Ye and Xiao Bai also jumped down.

Ye Ye put the last piece of cake in his mouth, refused gently, and swallowed it.

On Ye Tian Mandrill's back, she couldn't hold back, took out a piece of cake and ate it secretly.

When Lu Yuan saw the white cream remaining on the corner of Ye Ye's mouth, his face was a little
weird.

He pointed to the corner of his mouth, smiled and said:

"Yeye, there is more here."

Ye Ye blinked, and licked the cream with her little tongue.

Lu Yuan looked at the time silently, always feeling that this picture is not what a simple child like
him should see.

He glanced over and found that there were many genetic warriors staying in this square.

Lu Yuan had some doubts:

"Are these people also geniuses to be challenged? Some seem to be quite young, so are they going
to challenge the king or even the king's list? How do you challenge this list?"

Lu Yuan looked at this huge square, somewhat curious.

Xiaobai glanced at the genetic warrior on the square and explained:

"The vast majority of these genetic warriors are the eyeliners of major forces and intelligence
agencies. They collect intelligence here. Whether it is Tianjiao, Kings, Emperors, Great Emperors
and Saints, as long as they start the challenge, they will all Know it for the first time."

Lu Yuan was a little surprised, his face was a little weird:

"Speaking of every challenge, someone will see it? Isn't it clear that you have a hole card? Why

doesn't the land of origin create a hidden space challenge?"



Lu Yuan felt that it couldn't be easier to create a secret space with the power of the will of Origin
itself, but it was outrageous to make it so grand.

Ye Ye heard this and nodded gently:

"I also asked my ancestors."

Lu Yuan smiled, Ye Ye really thought the same as him.

"Then what did your ancestor say?"

Ye Ye fell silent, and said with a tone of incomprehension:

"The ancestor said that the place of origin hopes that more people will rise up to practice and let the
strong on the list play a leading role."

"Leader?"

Lu Yuan was a little at a loss.

Ye Ye thought that when she asked her ancestor this question before, the ancestor had a heavy
expression on his face, frowned, and said softly:

"The ancestor said, our time is running out."

"Not much time? What do you mean?"

Lu Yuan looked dazed, even more confused.

"The ancestor didn't explain, he said that when I got a high level of cultivation, I would naturally
understand."

Lu Yuan frowned slightly, always feeling that what Old Ancestor Ye Ye said was a little frustrating.

What time is running out.

It's impossible for them to die, right?

Lu Yuan shook his head, changed the subject, and said with a smile:

"Is Ye Ye going to challenge now? Who are you going to challenge?"

Ye Ye shook her head: "I need to qualify for the challenge first."

"Challenge the qualifications? Do you still need qualifications to challenge the Tianjiao ranking?"



Lu Yuan was a little surprised.

Although he had planned to challenge the ranks of Tianjiao before, what he thought at the time was
to wait until the Battle Sovereign rank, refine most of the extraordinary genes to perfection, and
reach a certain level of cultivation, then challenge again, but he didn't have a particularly clear
understanding.

Lu Yuan didn't know at all about the need to challenge the qualifications to challenge the Tianjiao

ranking.

Xiaobaidai Yeye on the side explained:

"This is determined by the will of the Origin. Only after completing the qualification challenge, can
you challenge the people on the list. This qualification challenge is the genius and strong condensed
from the Origin itself."

Lu Yuan nodded slightly in a daze, "I only have to complete the qualification challenge before I can
challenge the people on the list? This is quite humane."

The rewards on these lists are very generous. There are definitely many people who want to be on
the list. If the qualifications are not set, then I am afraid that none of the people on these lists will

have a peaceful day.

How many people are there in the entire Baiyun Starfield?

These people on the list, I am afraid that as long as they are on the place of origin, they will be
challenged every moment, right?

There is a qualification challenge but understandable.

Lu Yuan asked curiously: "Then how do I get the qualification for the challenge?"

Ye Ye pointed to the distance, right below the golden list in the sky, and there were five lists
standing in the square that were several numbers smaller.

Every night he said:

"If you go there, you can apply for the qualification challenge. If the qualification challenge dies,
you will also withdraw from the land of origin."

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows. In this case, even those who want to apply for the qualification
challenge would have to weigh it.



In order not to overestimate one's own strength, on the contrary, the time spent practicing and
acquiring resources in the land of origin was wasted.

Lu Yuan looked at Ye Ye: "Is Ye Ye okay?"

Ye Ye nodded slightly: "The challenge to the qualifications of the Tianjiao list is that the opponent
is the perfect warlord. It is not difficult for me to burn a boss gene, a leader gene, a lord gene and
two king genes."

Lu Yuan nodded slightly, feeling that his opponent was a bit weak.

It's really simple.

Even if Lu Yuan is now, he can easily defeat this level of War Venerable to Consummation.

At any rate, he has five imperial genes, which is no joke.

However, for most people, this is probably already a ** mode.

The first gene is the boss gene, which means that almost all ordinary awakened genetic warriors
have been screened out. The first gene of ordinary awakened genetic warriors burns the boss gene.
This is too difficult and almost impossible.

And every time it breaks through the next level, it improves the quality of a gene, especially the last
two genes are king-level, which is equivalent to burning the king's gene at the general level.

Even for natural leaders and natural lords, it may not always be possible.

This qualification challenge shut out 99.99% of the younger generation of the entire Baiyun
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And this is just a challenge for qualifications.

Presumably, the genius on the Tianjiao list is definitely stronger.

Lu Yuan glanced at the top geniuses on the total list of Tianjiao, his eyes flickering.

I don't know if these guys are born with emperors?

Even if there is no natural king, it is probably a natural king, and the genes burned are all above the
king level, right?

The three came to the position of the golden list.



After that, Lu Yuan saw Ye Ye standing in front of the Tianjiao List, with the genetic war pattern on
his left hand approaching the Tianjiao List.

The golden light flashed on the Tianjiao list, which was connected with the genetic war pattern.

Then, in the square not far from them, there was a white arena with a radius of about two kilometers
from illusory to solid, and the night before the Tianjiao list suddenly disappeared in place and came
to the arena.

The magnificent voice rang.

"Tianjiao ranking, the qualification challenge is established."

When everyone in the entire square appeared in the ring, they had all gathered towards this side.

Hearing the magnificent voice, everyone was shocked.

"It's a qualification challenge for the Tianjiao ranking!"

"Go and see, which genius started it! Maybe there is a chance to pull into our organization!"

"..."

Lu Yuan and Xiao Bai were also looking at the ring at the moment.

On the ring, except for Ye Ye, a figure changed from illusory to solid.

It was a Kaman wearing leather armor and holding two long swords.

Lu Yuan was a little surprised when he looked at the Kaman, who was indistinguishable from the

real person, with a clever gaze.

Is this the guardian condensed by the will of Origin?

It looks no different from a real person.
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